
For a very limited time only while supplies last: SALE!!! 

Custom fly rods made on St. Croix blanks!! 

While supplies last, I have access to a limited number of St. Croix fly rod blanks at a 

significant savings (normally priced at $450), which I’m passing on to you. 

2 piece fly rods = $300 

4 piece fly rods = $330 

These rods are satin black color, made in the USA from St. Croix’s SC II graphite. The 

blanks all have a moderate / fast action that works well in the majority of fishing 

situations. This is the “work horse” blank of St. Croix’s & one of their most popular 

blanks. (Please add $20 for shipping/insurance inside the lower 48 states) 

2 pc rods are available in: 

7’-6” …..6 wt 

8’-0” …..4 or 5 wt 

8’-6” ….5 wt 

9’-0” …..6 wt. 
 

4 pc rods are available in: 

8’-0” …..4 wt 

8’-0” …..5 wt 

8’-6” …..5 wt 

*available only while supplies last!! 

 

These rods are all made up as Classical Series fly rods which feature down-locking reel 

seats. They also come with chromed stainless steel line 

guides (or black), stripping guide (traditional style), hook keeper, & winding check. 

Every rod also comes in a custom fit bag & tube. For more 

information about Classical Series Graphite fly rods, please 

visit my website: flyrods.weebly.com  



In addition, there are two rods made from St. Croix’s SCIII graphite blanks: 

-7’-6” 4 piece, 4 wt …..$360 + $20 shipping/insurance (to lower 48 states) 

-13’-0” 3 piece, 7/8 wt Spey rod …..$435 + $20 shipping/insurance (to lower 48) 

These two rods are also made up as Classical Series Graphite fly rods with all the 

same features listed above for the SCII blanks. These rods are very similar, but come in 

a gloss green color & have a little more power in the casting stroke. 

________________________________________________________________ 

So what makes these rods different or better than any other St. Croix rod I can buy in a 

store or catalog? Well, I’m glad you asked!! These custom rods are fitted with the best 

quality componets in their respective category, i.e. the best reel seats, line guides, etc. 

Your name (or whatever you choose) is inscribed in ink on your fly rod. Each rod guide 

is wrapped with silk thread – not nylon, which makes for a much smoother & better 

looking wrap. Each wrap is coated with real varnish, not the bulky coats of epoxy that 

you see on most rods today. Plus, each rod is hand made by me, one at a time in my 

shop. To the best of my abilities, I’m not going to let a rod go that doesn’t cast a line 

well or has cosmetic blemishes or functional problems. Put all this in a custom fit rod 

bag & a custom fit canvas-covered PVC rod tube with padded zippered closer & leather 

name tag describing the rod inside, & you’ve got a custom fly rod made on a St. Croix 

rod blank that will fish & cast a line better than any mass-produced fly rod!!! 

I have no idea how long I’ll be able to offer these rods at these prices, so if 

there’s a rod here you want, please contact me so I’ll be able to get the blank ordered for 

you asap while we still can. I’m certain this deal won’t be around for very long. 

Folks, I honestly don’t think you’re going to find an opportunity like this 

anytime again in the near future. Here’s a great chance to get a custom fly rod on a 

quality, American-made blank at a price cheaper than many mass-produced rods of 

lesser quality. Please contact me to discuss how you can take advantage of these great 

savings while they last & thank you for considering me to make your fly rod. 

-Chris Lantzy 

Custom Rod Maker  (flyrods.weebly.com) 

Email to:  customrodmaker@gmail.com 


